Age 3–7

Spotter guide: AUTUMN

How many of these autumn signs can you spot when you’re out and about?

**Mushrooms**
Look low on the ground and high in the trees. Remember not to touch!

**Autumn leaves**
Swish through piles of crunchy autumn leaves. What colours can you see?

**Conkers**
Hunt for shiny, brown conkers but be careful of their spiky cases. Ouch!

**Squirrel**
Squirrels love to bury acorns for their winter stores. Can you see one nibbling an acorn or burying a nut?

**Spider’s web**
Beautiful webs are everywhere. Look out for glistening raindrops if it’s been raining.

**Birds**
Listen… Can you hear birds singing? Birds like to feast on bright red autumn berries.